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ABSTRACT

Six hundred forty four reports of incidents, failures, and

design or construction deficiencies reported in 1972 by light

water reactor central power stations were evaluated. Tables are

presented summarizing the information. Included in the tables

is the frequency of items reported with regard to components,

systems, causes, specific deficiencies, and time of occurrence.

Selected occurrences are discussed for those which occurred at

PWRs, BWRs, and during construction.



INTRODUCTION

This paper is a review of reactor incidents which occurred at light water

reactor facilities during the calendar year 1972. One hundred word descriptions

of the individual incidents were provided by the computer files of the Nuclear

Safety Information Center (HSIC) located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

The descriptions were obtained from USAEC Power Reactor Licensee reports

of abnormal occurrences and unusual events and from reports of design or con-

struction deficiencies. Citations by AEC for license violations were also in-

clxided as well as a few reports from foreign installations.

The reports by operating plants usually concerned incidents or conditions

involving a safety limit being exceeded, the degradation of a containment bound-

ary, or conditions which prevented or could prevent the performance of an engine-

ered safety feature or reactor protection system. The requirements for reporting

these occurrences are described in AEC Regulatory Guide No. 1.16.

The reports from facilities under construction usually concerned deficiencies

in the design or construction which could adversely affect the safety of operations.

The requirements for reporting these items are described in the Code of Federal

Regulations, 1OCFR5O.55J paragraph e.

At the beginning of 1972, there were 11 BWR and 11 PWR central power sta-

tions. During the year, operating licenses were obtained for three BWRs and

three PWRs, so that at the end of 1972 there were Ik of each type, making a

total of 28 light-water reactor central power stations in operation. There were

52 light-water reactor stations under construction: 38 PWRs and Ik BWRs.



During the year, 6hk incident reports were received by HSIC: 38U from

BWRs and 260 from PWRs. Of the 6kh reports, 70 were concerned with construction

deficiencies.

A few occurrences which appeared to be significant or interesting were

selected for presentation to illustrate the types of experiences reported during

the year. Those which occurred in BWRs are reviewed first, followed by the PWR

occurrences, and then the construction deficiencies. Finally, the tables which

summarize all of the deficiencies are discussed.

Selected Occurrences at BWRs

Eleven items related to BWRs were selected for discussion. These items

were selected on the basis that they represented potential problems at other

facilities and were not of a routine nature.

In Septemberj Millstone 1 reported contamination of the condenser hot well

by seawater that had leaked through pinholes in the condenser tubing. The pin

holes were caused by corrosion, erosion, and vibration-induced abrasion. The

excessive chlorides caused loss of the full-flow demineralizer, and the chloride

content of the reactor water reached 15 ppm for a short time. Of 120 local power

range monitors (in-core instruments), Il6 failed due to stress corrosion attack

in the crevice regions at the tips of the chambers. The aluminum-brass condenser

tubes were replaced with copper-nickel tubes.

At least seven facilities reported on the operability of the rod worth

minimizer, a system designed to serve as a backup to procedural control to limit

control rod worths during startup and low-power operation. The operability of



the system was reported as 13% at Quad Cities 1 and 2, 60% at Dresden 2, k6%

at Dresden 3, and 26.9% at Millstone. Nine Mile Point reported that the system

was inoperable most of the time; and Oyster Creek reported 35% operability for

startups ending below 10$ power and zex*o for those above 10$ power.

In December of 1972, Vermont Yankee was operated at a reduced power level

because of excessive gaseous release activity levels. It was believed, and later

confirmed, that the cause was due to fuel cladding perforations caused by in-

ternal hydriding of the zirconium. Excessive moisture in the fuel rods, which

caused the hydriding, resulted from inadequate vacuum out gassing during fabri-

cation. It was later found that 39^ of the 18,032 fuel rods were either perfo-

rated or defective, and they wers replaced.

Quad Cities 1 reported in June 1972 that during modification of the main-

condenser flow reversing valves, a 10-ft butterfly valve on the water box slammed

closed while three circulating water pumps were in operation. The hydraulic shock

caused a rupture of a rubber expansion joint, and river water from the circulating

water system flooded the condensate pump room to a depth of 15 1/2 ft. Damaged

equipment included four RHBS service-water pumps, two diesel-generator cooling-

water pumps, four condensate booster pumps, three condensate transfer pumps,

four sump pumps, and the seismic detector. This incident resulted in many modifi-

cations to prevent a recurrence of flooding, and notification letters sent by ABC

to other utilities resulted in many other plants backfitting to prevent a similar

occurrence.

At- least four facilities reported damaged baffles in the pressure-suppres-

sion chamber. These chambers are large steel pressure vessels in the shape of



a torus. The one at Browns Ferry 1 has a center-line diameter of 111 ft and a

cross-sectional diameter of 31 ft. It contains about one million gallons of

water, which is used to condense steam released from a pipe rupture. One of the

purposes of the baffles in the chambers is to prevent sloshing of the water and

uncovering of the downcomer piping which directs the steam flow into the water.

The cause cf the damage to the baffles was the dynamic loading caused by the

discharge of the pressure relief valves into the water in the torus. As a re-

sult of these experiences, several other facilities reported that modifications

were made to their system. Modifications consisted in lowering the discharge

point and adding a tee or elbow to direct the steam away from the torus wall -

along the torus center-line. The baffles were removed in some plants and omitted

in later designed plants.

Another significant incident involving several facilities is the failure

of pipe hangers for the emergency-core-cooling (ECC) system suction header.

This header circumscribes, and is connected to, the pressure-suppression chamber.

Suction lines from this header supply cooling water for the various ECC systems.

At Quad Cities 2, during startup testing it was found that four pipe hangers

had failed, mainly from improper installation. Fully threaded bolts had been

used and had sheared. Bolt holes had been flame cut or punched and were ir-

regularly shaped and poorly aligned. However, it was alBO found that incorrect

assumptions had been made of the static loads in the design, and the effect of

dynamic loads imposed on the hangers during pressure-relief valve operation had

not been considered. Accordingly, in December, AEC sent notification letters to

the utilities requesting that they reanalyze their systems and take corrective

i

action.



Oyster Creek 1 reported in August that while the plant was shut down for

refueling, all 16 safety relief valves were removed and examined. Seven of

the valves, those in positions closest to the reactor, had cracked seat bush-

ings. The environment at the bushing was steam, water, wet oxygen, and chlo-

ride contamination, and the bushing material was fully annealed 30U stainless

steel. The cause was attributed to stress-corrosion cracking. All of the

cracked bushings were replaced with the same material, and a drain hole was

added to prevent water from standing in the valve base.

Stress-corrosion cracking failures were also reported on miscellaneous

items at Dresden 1, Humboldt Bay, and LaCrosse. Dodeweard, a Dutch BWR, re-

ported pressure vessel nozzle safe end cracks similar to those which have oc-

rurred at the plants in the U.S. injsast three or four years.

At least four facilities experienced problems with premature operation of

safety-relief valves. At three of these facilities misoperation resulted in the

drywell being pressurized. For example, at Nine Mile Point, a safety valve

opened 153 psi below the setpoint and pressurized the drywell to 2.9 psig. At

Pilgrim, a safety valve actuated at 105 psi below tha setpoint and the drywell

was pressurized to 2 psig. At Dresden 3, a safety valve opened at 102 psi below

the setpoint and pressurized the drywell to 2.5 psig.

At Millstone Point, during a test, two of three relief valves lifted at

higher pressures than required and were reset, but four months later they lifted

prematurely. The problem at Millstone Point was determined to be the lack of a

common test procedure; that is different people used different procedures. At



Pilgrim it was found that nitrogen was used in the shop to determine the set-

points, and when the valve was put into steam service, the setpoint was much

higher.

In March of 1973, Commonwealth Edison Company, in a letter to AEC, reported

the results of a study of premature safety valve operation at Dresden. Some of

the results include the fact that the springs were designed to operate in an

environment of 150°F whereas the temperature of the spring surface during

operation was 250°F. The removal of insulation from the valve reduced the tem-

perature to about 150°F. Other possible causes of premature operation included

mechanical shock, pressure pulse effects, alignment, and valve nozzle seat dis-

tortion .

Instrument switches caused numerous problems in BWRs during 1972. Valve-

operator torque switches were involved in several problems reported. For ex-

ample, Dresden 2, Pilgrim, and Quad Cities 1 reported that valves failed to " - -•

operate because they were jammed into the seats due to improper torque switch

settings. In December, AEC sent notification letters for appropriate action,

stating that at least four plants had experienced malfunctions due to defective

torque switches and noted that one plant had 150 valves equipped with valve

operators having faulty switches. The valve operators were identified as Limitorque

models SMB-00 and SMB-000.

Another switch problem experienced in BWRs involved paddle-type flow switches.

The switches were identified as Peeco flow switches, and failures were reported

at Dresden 2, Monticello, and Quad Cities 1. The failures involved the severance

of the paddle-type actuating mechanisms which were immersed in the fluid flow

path. The cause was attributed to excessive stresses from high-fluid-flow



velocities and/or installation in locations where the switches were exposed to

vibration from fluid turbulence. The paddle-type flow switches were replaced

by differential pressure detection systems.

No less than kl cases of instrument switch setpoints being out of limits

were reported, the majority of which indicated there were two or more switches

involved. The total number of switches found to be out of calibration was about

111. In comparison, there were only two reports of switch setpoint drift at

PWRs involving two switchesv one reporting the cause as due to a drift in the

low-voltage power supply. Most of the inaccurate switch setpoints were found

during routine calibrations. The switches were primarily associated with the

reactor protection system or with engineered safety features. Barksdale switches

were identified in at least eight reports, and Meletron and Barton models were

each identified once.

Generally the cause for these incidents was not identified, but faulty

calibration equipment was mentioned, as well as inadequate calibration techniques

and setpoints being too close to the limits. One facility noted that the instru-

ments drifted up in the summer and down in the winter. Remedial action was to

increase the frequency of calibrations, some as often as weekly.

Selected Occurrences at PWRs

Five items related to PWRs were selected for discussion on the basis that

they were significant and affected more than one facility and on the basis of

potential interest.

Probably the most significant abnormal occurrence during 1972 was that

reported by Ginna in which fuel densification was identified. Several FWRs



(Ginna, Robinson 2, Point Beach 1, and Besnau l) experienced fuel cladding col-

lapse with unpressurized fuel rods due to fuel densification during power opera-

tion. In November, the AEC regulatory staff issued a report which discussed

this phenomenon in detail and stated that the probable mechanism of fuel densi-

fication is pore annihilation by enhanced sintering. The fuel shrinkage was

accompanied by creep of the Zircaloy cladding, resulting in collapsed or flattened

sections of the fuel rods. One of the consequences of fuel densification is that

some plants have been required to limit the operating power level to something

less than 100$.

Another incident which received considerable attention occurred at Surry

1 in July wherein two men were fatally burned. A decay heat relief valve was

actuated and the steam was supposed to discharge through an exhaust pipe. How-

ever, when the valve was actuated, the reaction forces of the steam jet caused

the discharge nozzle to disengage from the exhaust pipe, releasing steam to a

room where two technicians were performing some inspections. The cause of the

incident was inadequate design of the piping system in that the reaction force

of the steam jet was not adequately considered.

This same type of failure had also occurred previously. In 1970, at

Robinson 2, a 6-in. sched-80 pipe was completely severed and the safety relief

valve expelled about 12 ft, burning seven men. In 1971 at Turkey Point 3,

three of four safety relief valves were blown off and a header split open.

Some 16 construction workers received minor injuries.

Following the Turkey Point 3 incident in December 1971, the AEC sent

notification letters to the utilities requesting reanalysis of safety relief
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valve header piping and appropriate action. Consequently, in 1972, several

facilities, both BWRs and PWRs, reported structural inadequacies and their in-

tention to add more restraints.

At Oconee, considerable damage occurred as the result of the failure of ves-

sel internal components caused by hydraulically induced vibrations. Involved

were in-core instrument nozzles, instrument guide tubes, and the thermal shield.

Redesign consisted in increasing the natural frequency of the in-core instrument

nozzles and guide tubes and a more rigid attachment of the thermal shield.

At Palisades, the plant was operating at U05 MW(e) when it was determined

that the leak rate on a control rod drive seal was 28 gpm, e.bove the limit of

10 gpm. The plant was shut down and the water lowered to a point below the

seals. The cause was found to be a setscrew which had backed out and become

lodged such as to cock a portion of the seal which allowed excessive leakage.

Fifty percent of the vessel head insulation was wetted, as well as control rod

drive motor packages, junction boxes, and electrical connectors. It was found

that the setscrew had been improperly staked. Subsequently, the vessel head

insulation was removed and the head cleaned and reinsulated.

Palisades also had another problem in which a portion of a 5/8-in. bolt

was found on the primary side:of a steam generator. The company felt there

were no safety implications, but AEC requested an inspection of the system.

The inspection cost the utility $1,500,000 for replacement power.
i

Selected Occurrences During Construction

!

Five items were selected!for discussion on the basis of potential in-

terest. - -
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There were several reports of defective pipe welds and of voids found in

the concrete of containment structuresj also, three fires were reported, one

due to an electrical short and two due to weld sparks.

Calvert Cliffs reported that during installation of 3^-in. piping from one

of the steam generators, the alignment at a pair of 90° elbows was poor. To

correct the alignment, a come-along, which is a pulley apparatus that allows

some mechanical advantage, was used while heat was applied with heating coils.

Before the quality assurance engineer could stop this operation, the pipe was

bent and bulged. At Duane Arnold, an investigation revealed 16 instances of

unauthorized heating and bending of pipe.

At Turkey Point, a two-unit plant, preoperational testing was under way -

on unit k in which the safety injection system was to be actuated coincident

with a loss of offsite power. The emergency diesel generators were to be

activated and supply the power for the safety injection system load. The gene-

frators were not designed to provide this kind of load for both unitspimultaneously.

When the test was" initiated, the safety injection system for both units was

actuated and the loads from both units sequenced onto the emergency diesel ~

generators resulting in severe voltage transients. Design changes were made

to the control circuitry to prevent simultaneous safety injection action at

both units.

Spent fuel storage pools have a system of channels behind welded joints

of the pool liner plates to detect leaks. At Calvert Cliffs, some of these

channels were found to be plugged. Without procedures an attempt was made to

clear one of the channels by applying air pressure to a drain line. However,

too much pressure was applied,: and several of the floor plates in two pools

were buckled. !
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A very interesting item was reported to have occurred at Oconee. It seems

that a quality assurance supervisor had altered some radiographic film. In

radiographs of welds, a penetrameter is used. The purpose of the penetra-

meter, a small metal plaque with two or three holes of different sizes, is to

show the quality of the radiograph. When the film is exposed, the holes in the

penetrameter show up as dots on the film and thus indicates the quality of the

radiograph. Apparently, this supervisor had some radiographs with which the

quality could be improved by using a pencil, which he did. The pencil markings

were very subtle and difficult to detect; in fact, the alterations had occurred

over a period of two years before they were detected. The individual finally

admitted altering the radiographs because of pressure to get the job done.

Needless to say, he lost his job and the quality assurance people were rein-

structed that quality, not quantity, was the first order of importance.

Summary of Problems

The 6kk incident reports included in this review are summarized by indi-

cating the number of times a specific component was involved, the system in

which the failure occurred, the basic cause of the failure, some selected

deficiencies, and the time of occurrence.

BWR Problems

Table 1A, which consists of components and systems involved in BWR

problems, shows that problems with valves and piping were the most numerous

equipment items. The listing under equipment is arranged such that groups
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of related items appear together, but all the other items are listed accor-

ding to frequency of occurrence.

Switches were the most frequent instrument component reported. Of the

75 reports, Ul involved drifting switch setpoints.

The main cooling system, reactor protection system, and control system

had the most numerous failures. This was to be expected since they are some

of the largest and most complicated systems.

Table IB lists the causes, some selected deficiencies, and the time of

occurrence. With regard to maintenance errors being the most numerous, some

of the deficiencies included such items as dirty relay contacts which were

corrected by increasing the frequency of maintenance. So, possibly some of

these could be ascribed to administrative control errors. This is mentioned

merely to indicate the degree of judgment and the complexity of evaluating

the incident reports.

Under the listing "deficiencies^ one item of interest is the number of

times dirt or cleanliness was involved in failures. Although it does not

appear to be a major item, it is significant, and AEC in March of this year

issued Regulatory Guide Wo. 1.39* Housekeeping Requirements for Water-Cooled

Kuclear Power Plants. The guide is applicable to both operating plants and

those under construction.

With regard to time of occurrence, it is significant to note the number

of times that a failure occurred during testing or inspection. Almost all

the Ul reports concerning instrument switch setpoints out of limits, were of

deficiencies found during surveillance testing.



PWR Problems

Table 2A summarizes PWR problems, listing equipment and instrument com-

ponents and the systems involved. The ratio of the number of failures of a

component or system involved is very similar to that shown in Table 1A on

BWR problems.

Table 2B lists the causes, deficiencies, and time of occurrence. Design

errors were the most numerous, as expected, since the design encompasses the

entire plant. Welding deficiencies were the most numerous, which is to be

expected also, considering the amount of welding done in constructing power

plants. The number of deficiencies found during construction was not unreason-

able, considering that there were 38 PWRs under construction at the end of

1972.

Conclusion

Although this review has concentrated on failures and deficiencies, it

was not for purposes of degrading the nuclear industry, but rather to indi-

cate where additional efforts could be made to improve operating efficiency.

The dissemination of this type of information should benefit all operators

of nuclear power plants regardless of the type of plant. This can be illustra-

ted by noting that AEC received many responses to the notification letter sent

out last year concerning ^ipe rupture due to reaction forces of operating re-

lief valves. Several plants, both BWRs and PWRs, found upon reanalysis that

additional pipe restraints were required to compensate for reaction forces

and backfitted accordingly. Consequently, failures of this nature should

not occur as frequently as in the past, if at all.
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There was a significant increase in the number of notification letters

sent out by AEC last year, and, although this is a regulation*function, the

benefit to the utilities is very valuable. Backfitting in response to these

notification letters should reduce the repetition of failures observed here-

tofore, and improved plant availabilities should be obtained.

One final point is that of the 6kk incidents reported, 308 —nearly 50%t

were detected some time other than during operation. In addition, the majority

of failures occurring during operation involved components or systems which

were redundant. Consequently,, when an item failed whether during testing or

operation, one or more duplicate items were available to fulfill the protective

function and therefore the safety aud welfare of the public was not in jeopardy.



TABLE 1A

SUMMARY OF BWR PROBLEMS

Components

Equipment

Valves
Valve, Pressure
Relief

Valve, Solenoid
Valve, Safety

25-5

6.It
5.1
3.8

Valve, Main Steam
Isolation

Valve, Checlr
Piping
Pipe Hangers
Diesel Generator
Gas Generator
Batteries
Seals
Pumps
Motors
Control Rod
Drives

Bolts
Nuts

Instrumentation

3.8
1.3

10.2
fc.5
8.3
2.5
1.3
7.5
6.U
5.7

3.2
3.2
1.3

No.

(1*0)

(10)
( 8)
( 6)

( 6)
( 2)
(16)
( 7)
(13)
( h)
( 2)
(12)
(10)
( 9)

( 5)
( 5)
( 2)

Systems

Switch
Relay
Circuitry
Breaker
Cables
Amplifier
Transistor

61.5
1U.8
12.3
U.l
3.3
1.6
1.6

In Core Detectors 0.8

(75)
(18)
(15)
( 5)
( 10
( 2)
( 2)
( 1)

Main Cooling
Reactor Protection
Control
Containment Isolation
Emergency Power
HPCI
Pressure Relief
Radwaste
Radwaste Monitoring
Containment
LPCI
Emergency Condenser
RCIC
Shutdown Cooling
Normal Power
Turbine Control
Poison Injection
Electrical
Pressure Vessel
Core Components
Fuel
Fuel Handling
Torus
Core Spray
Containment Spray
Emergency Cooling
Heat Sink
Rod Worth Minimizer
Coolant Cleanup

No.

12.8
11.9
8.9
7.6
6.6
5.6
5.3
3.9
3.6
3.3
2.6
2.6
2.3
2.3
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7

(39)
(36)
(27)
(23)
(20)
(17)
(16)
(12)
(11)
(10)
( 8)
( 8)
( 7)
( 7)
( 6)
( 6)
( 6)
( 5)
( 5)
( 5)
( 10
( 10
( k)
( 10
( 3)
( 3)
( 3)
( 3)
( 2)



TABLE ID

SUMMARY OF BWR PROBLEMS

Causes

Maintenance Error
Design Error
Installation Error
Operator Error
Administrative Error
Fabrication Error
Construction Error

t

23.5
21.3
16.7
12.7
9.1
8.6
8.1

i

No.

(52)
(U7)
(37)
(28)
(20)
(19)
(18)

Time of Occurrence

Operation
Testing
Construction
Inspection
Preoperat ional

£

50.0
35.9
6.5
6.3
1.3

No.

(192)
(138)
( 25)
( 2l»)
( 5)

Deficiencies

Welding
Procedures
QA Deficiency-
Dirt
Vibration
Corrosion
Weather
Fire
Lubrication

15.6
ik.k
12.2
12.2
11.1
11.1
7.8
5.6
3.3

(lit)
(13)
(11)
(11)
(10)
(10)
( 7)
( 5)
( 3)



TABLE 2A.

SUMMARY OF PWB PROBLEMS

Components

Equipment

Valves
Valve, Safety
Valve, Isolation

1
13.9
3.5
3.5

Valve, Main Steam
Stop

Valve, Solenoid
Valve, Check
Valve Supports
Piping
Nozzles
Tube Fitting
Pumps
Seals
Gaskets
Control Rod
Drives

Control Rods
(Stuck)

Fuel Rods
Diesel Generator
Battery Charger
Transformer
Steam Generator
Heat Exchanger
Condenser
Crane
Bearings
Cont. Ice Basket

2.9
2.3
1.2
0.6

12.7
2.3
0.6

12.7
1.7
2.3

9.2

k.O
3.5
6.3
1.2
0.6
6.3
2.9
1.2
1.7
1.7
1.2

No.

(2*0
( 6)
( 6)

( 5)
( h)
( 2)
( l)
(22)
( h)
( l)
(22)
( 3)
( k)

(16)

( 7)
( 6)
(11)
( 2)
(1)
(11)
( 5)
( 2)
( 3)
( 3)
( 2)

Systems

Main Cooling
Reactor Protection
Safety Injection
Emergency Pover
Containment Isolation
Control
Normal Power
Pressure Relief
Containment Structure
Pressure Vessel
Containment
Fuel
Radwaste, Gas
Radwaste, Liquid
Auxiliary Cooling
Residual Heat Removal
Core Components
Intake
Containment Spray
Boron Injection
Emergency Cooling Makeup
Shutdown Cooling
Service Water
Fuel Pool Liner

I
16.3
10.6
8.1
8.1
7.7
7-7
6.3
k.8
k.3
3.k
2.9
2.9
2.U
1-9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

No.

(3*0
(22)
(17)
(17)
(16)
(16)
(13)
(10)
(9)
( 7)
( 6)
( 6)
( 5)
( 10
( 10
( h)
( k)
( 2)
( 2)
( 2)
( 1)

• - ( 1 )

( 1)
( 1)

Instrumentation

Switch
Breakers
Relay
Circuitry
Capacitor
Wiring

31.6
29.0
18.1*
15.8
2.6
2.6

i (12)
i (ID
( 7)

• ( 6)
' ( 1)
( 1)



TABLE 2B

SUMMARY OF BWR PROBLEMS

Causes

No.

Time of Occurrence

No.

Design Error
Maintenance Error
Operator Error
Administrative Error
Fabrication Error
Installation Error
Construction Error

26.6
17.5
15.6
13.0
11.7
11.0
It.6

(hi)
(27)
(2U)
(20)
(18)
(17)
( 7)

Operation
Testing
Construction
Inspection
Preoperational

55A
17.7
17-3
5.8
3.8

(1U1+)
( U6)
( ̂ 5)
( 15)
( 10)

Deficiencies

Welding
QA Deficiency
Dirt
Lubrication
Procedures
Debris
Vibration
Weather
Fuel Densification
Fire
Corrosion
Outdoor Storage
Transportation Accident

25.3
l6.lt
8.8
7-7
7.7
6.6
6.6
6.6
3.3
3.3
3.3
2.2
2.2 -

(23)
(15)
( 8)
( 7)

-(- 7)
( 6)
( 6)
( 6)
( 3)
( 3)
( 3)
( 2)
( 2)


